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SUMMARY

Computer code TD2 is used to study and select design geometries for axial-flow turbines. Improved

modeling was incorporated into this code, which computes design-point gas velocities, gas angles, and

efficiency for multistage, multishaft, cooled or uncooled, axial-flow turbines. The code is based on a

streamline analysis that can use meridional velocity gradients as a primary design variable. An internal

correlation is used to determine blade-row total-pressure-loss coefficients along the streamlines.

The modeling improvements made to code TD2 were related to turbine cooling and to the internal
loss correlation. With regard to turbine cooling: (1) an option was added to compute coolant flow rate

for each blade row, (2) coolant specific heat was made to be a function of coolant temperature instead of
being assumed equal to main-stream specific heat, (3) coolant pressure was input for each of the blade

rows instead of being assumed equal to turbine-inlet pressure, and (4) stage efi_.miency loss due to cooling

was added as an optional input and incorporated directly into the blade-row streamline loss calculation.

With regard to the internal loss correlation, a Reynolds number dependency was added, and the
coefficients were calibrated to produce best agreement between calculated efficiencies and measured

efficiencies for a data base of 10 turbines. The resultant average deviation was about 1 point in

efficiency.

This reportpresentsthe improved modeling and servesas a usersmanual forthe upgraded Fortran

code,which isrenamed TD2-2. The modifiedanalysismethods and the revisedlosscorrelationare given.

Program input and output,which containsome additionsto thoseof the originalcode, are described.A

sample casefora cooledturbineisincluded.

INTRODUCTION

One of the first steps in the design of a turbine is the study and selection of stage number, flow path
annulus, flow angles and velocities, and the resultant turbine efficiency. A computer code that can be

used to accomplish this process for a multistage, multishaft, cooled or uncooled, axial-flow turbine is the

TD2 code presented in reference 1. It is based on a streamline analysis that can use meridional velocity
gradients as a primary design variable, and it includes an internal correlation, developed in reference 2,

for blade-element total-pressure-loss coefficient. The use of meridional velocity gradients rather than

tangential velocity gradients for the stators and work gradients for the rotors was an innovative approach
that largely eliminated the input specification of gradients having either no solution at all or no

acceptable solution.

A recentevaluationof the TD2 code indicateda need forimproved modeling,partlyto correctdefi-

cienciesand partlyto enhance capabilities.Modeling deficienciesincludedthe assumption of coolant

specificheat being equal to main-stream specificheat,the assumption ofcoolantinletpressurebeing
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equal to main-stream inlet pressure and, most serious of all, failure of the internal loss correlation to

provide adequate estimates of efficiencies for turbines whose design characteristics (loading, reaction,

Mach number) fall outside the limited range of characteristics of those turbines from which the
correlation was developed. Code enhancements deemed desirable included the computation of coolant

flow rates and the incorporation of stage-efficiency loss due to cooling directly into the blade-row design

calculation.

The improved modeling used for code TD2 is presented herein. This report also serves as a users

manual for the upgraded Fortran code, which is renamed TD2-2. Program input and output, which

include some additions, are described. A sample case for a cooled turbine is included.

SYMBOLS

al,... , aS

c

fP

K

n

P

P
Re

r

T

V

w

Y

Y

'l

#

coefficients for loss correlation, eq. (12) or (14)

heat capacity, Btu/(lb)(°R)
fuel-to-air mass ratio

loss coefficient correction factor for cooling

number of stages

power, Btu/sec
total pressure, lb/ft 2

Reynolds number

radius, ft

total temperature, o R

gas velocity, ft/sec

mass flow rate, lb/sec

total-pressure loss coefficient
ratio of blade-row cooling flow to stage-inlet mainstream flow

flow angle from axial direction, deg

specific heat ratio

stage-efficiency specific loss due to cooling
efficiency

viscosity, lb/(sec)(ft)

Subscripts:
C

ex

i

id

in

m

mix

P
ro

rp
st

static

th

tp

coolant or cooled

stage or turbine exit

dummy index for blade row number
ideal

stage or turbine inlet
main stream

value after coolant and mainstream mixing

primary (i.e., value at turbine inlet)
rotor

rotor primary
stator

static value

thermodynamic

turbine primary
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unc uncooled

1 first stator of turbine

Superscripts:
* value based on constant heat capacity

- average value

MODELING IMPROVEMENTS

Computer code TD2 computes design-point velocity diagrams and performance for multistage,

multishaft, cooled or uncooled, axial-flow turbines. The basic model for the analysis consists of a series of

streamlines that trace the path of the flow from known conditions at the inlet to the final calculation

station at the exit. With the assumption of axisymmetric flow, the streamlines define a series of annular

streamtubes, each containing a fixed fraction of the flow, as represented by the meridional section shown

in figure 1. Calculations are made at the indicated design stations, which are located between the blade

rows as shown in figure 1.

A recent evaluation of the TD2 analysis indicated a need for modeling improvements related to

turbine cooling as well as to the internal loss correlation. These were made partly to correct deficiencies

and partly to enhance capabilities.

Turbine Cooling

The modeling in code TD2 was based on the assumption of coolant specific heat being equal to main-

stream specific heat for both coolant and main-stream mixing and turbine (or stage) ideal power. Ideal

power was also based on the assumption of coolant inlet pressure equal to turbine inlet pressure.

Improved modeling in these areas are addressed herein. Also, options were added to the code to compute
coolant flow rate for each blade row and to incorporate an input stage-efficiency loss due to cooling

directly into the blade-row streamline calculation. Finally, additional values of turbine total efficiency

based on alternative definitions of ideal power were computed and displayed.

Specific heat. -- Coolant specific heat was related to temperature by an equation obtained from
reference 3 and shown in table I. This is a general equation for the specific heat of air with a given initial

humidity W and containing products of combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel with a hydrogen-to-carbon

mass ratio, HOC. The value of HOC used in table I is for a typical jet fuel such as JP-4 or JetA. For

the coolant, the fuel-to-air ratio f is set to zero. An option is provided to also use this equation for the

turbine main-stream flow instead of using input values of specific heat at each station. For that usage, a

value for f can be included in the input.

Mixing. -- The heat balance for the mixing of coolant and main stream in code TD2 was based on

constant specific heat:

wmT m ÷ weT c$

T mix =
Win ÷ _'C

(1)
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For codeTD2-2, this has been modified to

Tmix
WmCp,mT m + WcCp,cTc

I
Q

WmCp_ln 4. WcCp_ c

(2)

where the Cp are the average specificheat valuesbetween the initialtemperature of a stream and the

mixed temperature.

Where products of combustion are present,the fuel-to-airratioaftermixing of main stream and

coolant ineach blade row is

f=
fmix ffi

1 ÷ _

W m

(3)

This fuel-to-air ratio is used for the calculation of specific heat (table I).

Ideal power. -- Turbine ideal power is used to define a turbine efficiency. In code TD2, turbine ideal

power was based on coolant specific heat and inlet pressure assumed equal to turbine-inlet specific heat

and inlet pressure, respectively.

[ - [Pex] ('l-1)/a
ffi _,p(wpTp + wcTc) 1 [P_n,p)

(4)

To account for the differences between turbine-inlet and coolant values of specific heat and inlet pressure,
the turbine ideal power in code TD2-2 is calculated as

Pid,th = Wp_p,pTp I - [Pin,p) + i=1_ Wc'iCp'c'iTc'i I [Vc,i)

(s)

The above definition of ideal power includes all the coolant flows and yields a turbine efficiency called
thermodynamic efficiency. There are alternative definitions of ideal power that differ in the amount of

coolant included. For rotor primary efficiency, ideal power is defined

Pid,rp= WpCp,p Tp I -
[,Pin,p)

+ Wc,l Cp,c,ITc, 1

(6)



while, for turbine primary efficiency,

IPidtp:wpc.Tpll
[

(T)

The calculation and presentation of these primary efficiencies have been added to code TD2-2.

Coolant flow rate. u The algorithm of reference 4 can be optionally used to compute a coolant flow

rate for each blade row. This is the same algorithm that is used in the NNEP cycle code (ref. 5). When

using this option, additional input specifying vane and blade metal temperatures and cooling

configuration are required.

Cooling loss.-- Reference4 usesassigned valuesof stage-efficiencyspecificloss,which isdefinedas

= ZX_ (8)

r/uncY

for stator and rotor to determine stage-efficiency loss due to cooling.

?c
-- 1 - Yst_st - Yro6ro

_Tunc

To incorporate this loss into the TD2-2 design calculation requires determination of a corresponding

increase in blade-row total-pressure loss coefficient Y. This is done by defining a loss-coefficient
correction factor K such that

Yst,cffi(I ÷ YstK)Yst,unc

(9)

(lOa)

and

Yro,c = (1 + 2YroK)Yro,tm¢ (lOb)

Code TD2-2 first finds the uncooled solution and then estimates the value of K needed to produce the

required value of _/c/r/unc.

Loss Correlation

Losses in code TD2 are determined by means of blade-row total-pressurelosscoefficients

y ffi Pin - Pex

Pex -- Pex,static

thatcan be eitherdirectlyinput or calculatedinternally.The internalcorrelationdeveloped in

reference2 forcode TD2 isfor Vin/Vex > a3

(ix)
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Itan Bin - tan /_exl (12a)
y

a 4 + a S C08 _ex

and for Vin/Vex < a 3

y

j tan /_in - tan _exJ

a 4 + a 5 cos _ex

(12b)

with recommended coefficient values of

a I = 0.055 a 5 = 0.8

a 2 = 0.15 a 6 = 0.03

a 3 -- 0.6 a 7 : 0.157255

a 4 = 0.6 a s = 3.6

This analytical correlation came from the experimentally based stage-efficiency correlation of reference 6

along with the following assumptions:

(1) Rotor and stator loss coefficients were equal when their relative design requirements are identical.

(2) Stage reaction at the mean line was 50 percent.

(3) Axial velocity was constant through the stage.

(4) Stator exit Mach number was 0.8.

Most of the stagesused for the experimental correlationhad a work factorof between 1 and 2, and none

was higher than 2.4.

The aforementioned analyticalcorrelationwas evaluated inthisstudy using 10 turbines(refs.7

to 16) that were designed for airbreathingengine applicationsand were performance testedin component

facilities.These turbinesrepresentthe output of severaldifferentdesignsystems and cover a wide range

of designcharacteristics.Six of the turbineswere designed and testedby NASA, two were designed and

testedby General ElectricCo. (G.E.),and two were designed by Pratt & Whitney (P&W), one being

testedby P&W and the other by NASA. The characteristicsofthese turbinesare presentedin tableII.

The number of stagesvariesfrom 1 to 5,stage work factorfrom 1.2 to 4.7,average statorangle from

51 to 80 °, mean diameter (except for one) from 47 to 69 cm (18 to 27 in.), and exit radius ratio from
0.50 to 0.86. All the listed total efficiencies except for two were as measured. In those two cases,

corrections were made to account for the effects of a large discrepancy in flow rate from design intent

(ref. 8) and larger than normal tip clearance and trailing-edge thicknesses (ref. 12).

These turbineswere modeled as closelyas possibleforthe subjectcomputer program, and design

performance was computed. For the three turbineswith the highestwork factors,turbineefficiencywas

grosslyunderpredicted(by 10 to 15 points). Itwas noted that thesethree turbineshad, by far,the

lowest blade-row reactions(1 - Vin/Vex),which isa factorin the losscorrelationequations (12a) and

(12b). Further,the efficiencyofthe one turbinewith very high reactionwas being overpredictedby

severalpoints. Itwas apparent that the velocityratio Vin//Vex dependency was too severe. In fact,the

bestcomparisons were obtained by removing the velocityratiodependency.



Further adjustments were made by multiplying each loss coefficient by an overall Reynolds number

correction

-0.2
f(Re) = w

2xlO 6 #r

and fine-tuning the coefficients (a 4 and as) of the exit-angle dependency. Calibration of the proportional

constant a 1 -- a e to best fit the experimental data then completed the revision of the internal loss
correlation.

Except forthe Reynolds number correction,equations (12a) and (12b) can be used to representthe

modified correlation.Therefore,to retainconsistencywith the originalcomputer code and to maintain

some generalitythat would allow for futuremodifications,the generalformat of the originalloss

correlationwas retainedin the computer code. The losscorrelationforcode TD2-2 is,therefore,

expressed as, for Vin/Vex __ a 3,

Y = [tan /3in- tan /3exI Vin w

a 4 + a 5 cos /3ex I + a2 -- a 3 . m2x 106pr)

(14a)

and, for Vin/Vex < a 3,

y S

Itan _in - tan #ex I

a4 + a 5 cos _ex

and the recommended coefficientvaluesare

(14b)

a 1 : a 6 : 0.057

a 2 -- a 7 = 0.0
a 3 : a 8 : 0.0 (actually, these can be arbitrary)

a 4 : 1.0

as = 1.5

These coefficient values have been programmed into TD2-2 but they can be overwritten by input.

The efficiencies computed by code TD2-2 using this revised correlation are compared with the

measured efficiencies in figure 2. The average deviation between the calculated and measured efficiencies

for the 10 turbines is about 1 point. The maximum deviation, which occurred for two of the turbines,

was about 2 points on the high side (i.e., high prediction). Interestingly enough, there are reasons to

explain the overprediction for these two turbines. One of these turbines was the only asmall" turbine in
the data base, having a diameter one-half, or less, of any of the others, and the loss correlation does not
account for size effects associated with clearances and surface roughness. The second turbine had flow

angles that were at least 10 ° less than those of any of the other turbines, and the decrease in loss with

reduced angle very possibly does not continue into that region in the manner specified by the correlation.

DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT

This section presents a detailed description of program input, normal output, and error messages.

Included in the input and output sections is a sample case for a cooled turbine.
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Input

General input.-- The major part of thissectionistaken directlyfrom reference1. The physical

input data used by program TD2-2 can be divided intothreecategories:input options,generaldesign

requirements,and spool designrequirements and analysisvariables.Input data in the firsttwo categories

are specifiedonce foreach turbineas a unit. Input data in the lastcategory are specifiedforeach spool

of the turbine,ifthere ismore than one spool,or foreach set ofanalysisvariablesto be considered. New

variablesadded to the code or additionalallowablevaluesfora variableare indicatedby allasteriskto

the leftof the variablename or value.

The information required to prepare the input data for a typical case is furnished below. Each input

item is described, as is the form in which the input items are written. The units of each input item is

included in its description. Sample input for a cooled two-stage turbine is presented in table III.

The first group of input items read by program TD2-2 consists of a description of the case and the

general input options. These items which appear in the following table, are read into the program using

format statements. The case description given on the first line is read as an alphanumeric field; any

combination of numbers, capital letters, punctuation, or blanks may be used. The general input options

are read as integer fields.

I Line I L°cati°n I Fortransymbol

Description

1 1-72 COMENT

2 12 ISPEC

30 ICOOL

A statement describing the case to be considered. This may not be
omitted but may be left blank.

Indicator:

ISPEC -"0 ifvaluesof total-pressure-losscoefficientsas a

functionof radiusare specifiedat each blade row exit.

ISPEC -- 1 ifstreamlinevaluesof total-pressure-losscoefficient

are calculatedfrom the internalcorrelationwithout an additional

lossfactorat each blade row exit.

ISPEC = 2 ifstreamlinevaluesof total-pressure-losscoefficient

are calculatedfrom the internalcorrelationwith an additionalloss

factorat each blade row exit.

Indicator:

ICOOL - 0 ifthisisan uncooled turbine.

ICOOL = 1 if only a coolant mass flow schedule is specified in

the input data.

ICOOL = 2 if only coolant mass flow and total-temperature

schedules are specified in the input data.

* ICOOL = 3 if coolant mass-flow, total-temperature, and total-

pressure schedules are specified in the input data.

* ICOOL = 4 if a stage-efficiency specific-loss schedule is specified

along with the coolant mass flow, total temperature, and total-

pressure schedules.

* ICOOL = 5 same as ICOOL=4 except that coolant mass flow is

calculated (per ref. 4) rather than specified.

(NOTE: if ICOOL = 4 or 5, see "Special cases" subheading at

end of this Input section.)



Location
Fortransymbol

36 IMIX

42 ISTRAC

48 IDLETE

54 IEXTRA

Description

Indicator:

IMIX = 0 if a mixing schedule is no_._tspecified in the input data.

IMIX = 1 if a mixing schedule is specified in the input data.

Indicator:

ISTRAC = 0 if the streamline angles of inclination and

curvatures are calculated internally at each design station.

ISTRAC = 1 if values of streamline angle of inclination and

curvature as a function of radius are specified at each design

station.

Indicator:

IDLETE = 0 if only the converged results of the iteration loop

on streamline position are to be printed at each design station.

IDLETE = 1 if the results of each pass through the iteration

loop on streamline position are to be printed at each design
station.

Indicator:

IEXTRA = 0 if the results of the passes through the iteration

loop on meridional velocity at the mean streamline are no.tt to be

printed.
IEXTRA = 1 if the results of the passes through the iteration

loop on meridional velocity at the mean streamline are to be

printed when the results of a pass through iteration loop on

streamline position are to be printed.

The remaining input items are read into program TD2-2 using NAMELIST statements. The
namelist NAM1 is used to read the input items which include the general design requirements. The items

in NAM1 are as follows:

Fortran

symbol

Description

NSPOOL

NAV

NI, INES

GASC

Number of spools of the turbine being considered. 1, 2, or 3 spools are allowed.

Number of sets of analysis variables. Any number is allowed if NSPOOL = 1.

But only one set of analysis variables is allowed if NSPOOL > 1 and NAV need

not be specified. If ICOOL > 3, NAV must = 2.

Number of streamlines to be used in the calculations (including the hub and

casing streamlines). Any odd number from 3 to 17 is allowed.

Gas constant of the working fluid, ft.lbf/lbm.*R.
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Fortran

symbol

Description

FLWM

*FAR

NLT

(RLT(J),

J-1,NLT)

(TOLT(J),

J=I,NLT)

(POLT(J),

J=I,NLT)

(BETLT(J),

J=I,NLT)

Mass flow rateat the inletof the turbine,Ibm/sec.

Fuel-to-air ratio of inlet flow (default value = 0.0).

Number of radii at which the inlet conditions of the turbine are specified; any
number from 1 to 17 is allowed.

Radial coordinatesat which the inletconditionsof the turbineare specified,in.

The valuesof RLT must be monotonically increasing.

Values of the absolutetotaltemperature at the inletof the turbinecorresponding

to the radialcoordinatesRLT, °R.

Values of the absolute total pressure at the inlet of the turbine corresponding to

the radial coordinates RLT, psi.

Values of the absolute flow angle at the inlet of the turbine corresponding to the

radial coordinates RLT, deg.

The namelist NAM2 is used to read the input items for a spool, including the spool design

requirements and the spool analysis variables. Each spool of the turbine, or each set of analysis variables_

is specified in separate namelist groups. The items in NAM2 are as follows:

Fortran

symbol

Description

RPM

HP

NSTG

(FEIP(1),

I=I,NSTG)

*(CP(1),

I--I,NDSTAT)

*VISC

Rotative speed of the spool,rpm.

Power output of the spool,hp.

Number of stageson the spool. Any number from 1 to 8 isallowed.

Power output of each stage of the spool,expressedas a fractionofthe totalpower

output of the spool.

Specificheat at constant pressureof the working fluidat each designstationof the

spool (where NDSTAT = 2*NSTG + I),Btu/Ibm.°R. (IfCP(1) isomitted or set

= 0.0,specificheat forairwith inletfuel-to-airratioFAR iscomputed internally.)

Viscosityof the working fluidat spoolinlet,Ibm/ft.sec.
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Fortransymbol I Description

If ISTRAC = 0, the following three items must be included.

(XSTAT(I), Axial coordinate of each station of the spool (where NSTAT -- 2*NSTG + 3), in.

I=I,NSTAT)

(RANN(I,I),

I--1,NSTAT)

Radial coordinate of the hub at each station of the spool, in.

(RANN(I,2),

I=I,NSTAT)

Radial coordinate of the casing at each station of the spool, in.

If ISTRAC = 1, the following six items must he included.

(RANN(I,I), Radial coordinate of the hub at each design station of the spool, in.

I-1,NDSTAT)

(RANN(I,2),
I=I,NDSTAT)

Radial coordinate of the casing at each design station of the spool, in.

NSTRAC Number of radii at which streamline angles of inclination and curvatures are

specified at each design station of the spool. Any number from 1 to 17 is allowed.

((RSTRAC(J,I),

J=I,NSTRAC),

I--I,NDSTAT)

Radial coordinates at which streamline angles of inclination and curvatures are

specified at each design station of the spool, in. The values of RSTRAC at each

design station must be monotonically increasing.

((ASTR(J,I),

J=I,NSTRAC),

I-1,NDSTAT)

Values of the streamline angle of inclination of each design station of the spool

corresponding to the radial coordinates RSTRAC, deg.

((CSTR(J,I),

J-I,NSTRAC),

I--I,NDSTAT

Values of the streamline curvature at each design station of the spool

corresponding to the radial coordinates RSTRAC, in. "1.

(FLWCN(1),

I=I,NBR)

(TOC(I),

I=I,NBR)

Mass flow of the coolant added in each blade row of the spool (where

NBR = 2*NSTG), expressed as a fraction of the inlet mass flow of the turbine;
this item should be omitted if ICOOL -- 0.

Absolute total temperature of the coolant added in each blade row of the

spool, °R. This item should be included if ICOOL > 1.
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Fortran

symbol

Description

*(POC(I),

I=I,NBR)

*(DELE(I)

I-I,NBR)

Absolute totalpressureof the coolantadded in each blade row ofthe spool,

psi.This item should be included ICOOL > 2.

Stage-efficiency specific loss for each blade row of the spool. This item should
be included if [COOL > 3.

If ICOOL -- 5, the following three items must be included:

*FACTOR

*TMVANE

*TMBLADE

Coolant flow weighting factor(ref.4).

Allowable metal temperature forstatorvanes,°R.

Allowable metal temperature forrotorblades,°R.

((XMIX(J,I),

J=I,NLINES),

I=I,NBR)

NXT

(IWRL(I),

I=i,NSTG)

((RNXT(J,I),

J=I,NXT),

I=I,NSTG)

Streamline values of the mixing coefficient for each blade row of the spool.
This item should be omitted if IMIX - 0.

Number of radii at which the exit conditions of each blade row of the spool are

specified. Any number from 1 to 17 is allowed.

Indicator:

IWRL(I)=O if values of the derivative of meridional velocity with respect to

radius, (in reciprocol seconds), are specified as a function of radius at a

stator exit of the spool.

IWRL(I)=I if values of flow angle (in degrees), are specified as a function
of radius at a stator exit of the spool and the subsonic solution is desired.

IWRL(I)=2 if values of flow angle, (in degrees), are specified as a function

of radius at a stator exit of the spool and the supersonic solution is desired.

Radial coordinates at which the exit conditions of each stator of the spool are

specified, in. The values of RNXT at each stator exit must be monotonically

increasing.

The following two items should be given for each stage for which IWRL(I)=0:

(VUM(I), Values of whirl velocity at the mean streamline, ft/sec.

I-I,NSTG)

((DVMDR(J,2*I-1),

J=I,NXT),

I=I,NSTG)

Values of the derivative of meridional velocity with respect to radius at a

stator exit of the spool corresponding to the radial coordinates RNXT, sec -1.
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Fortran

symbol

Description

The following item should be given for each stage for which IWRL(I) -- 1 or 2:

((WRL(J,I), Values of flow angle, deg, at a stator exit of the spool corresponding to the

J=I,NXT), radial coordinates RNXT.

I=I,NSTG)

(IPOF(1),

I--I,NSTG)

Indicator:

IPOF(I)=0 if a uniform power output distribution is desired at a stage
exit of the spool.

IPOF(I)-I if a gradient of meridional velocity will be specified at a stage

exit of the spool.

If IPOF(I) = 1, the following item must be included:

((DVMDR(J,2*I), Values of the derivative of meridional velocity with respect to radius, at a
J--1,NXT), stage exit of the spool corresponding to the radial coordinates RSXT, sec -1.

I-1,NSTG)

If IPOF(I) = 1 or ISPEC = 0 or 2, the following item must be included:

((RSXT(J,I), Radial coordinates at which the exit conditions of each stage of the spool are

J=I,NXT), specified. The values of RSXT at each stage exit must be monotonically

I-1,NSTG) increasing.

IfISPEC = 0 or 2,the

((YOSS(J,2*I-1),

J--1,NXT),

I=I,NSTG)

((YOSS(J,2*I),
J--I,NXT),

I=I,NSTG)

following two items must be included:

Values of the loss coefficient (if ISPEC=0) or an additional loss factor (if

ISPEC=2) at each stator exit of the spool corresponding to the radial
coordinates RNXT.

Values of the loss coefficient (if ISPEC-0) or an additional loss factor (if

ISPEC-2) at each stage exit of the spool corresponding to the radial
coordinates RSXT.

IfISPEC = 1 or 2 and the defaultvalues(seeeqs.(14a) and (14b))are not acceptable,the following

item must be included:

*(YCON(I), Value of the nine constants which define the internal loss correlation (see eqs.

I----1,9) (14a) and (14b)) for default values).

This completes the input data description for a single spool, one spool of a multispool design, or one

set of analysis variables. For each new case, the complete input specification from "line 1," the comment

card, will be required. For additional spools or sets of analysis variables, the input specification returns

to the beginning of the NAM2 namelist. When more than one set of analysis variables is used, any

quantity that is not explicitly reset will remain unchanged from tile value previously specified.
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Special cases. -- There are two special cases requiring a specific combination of inputs in order to

achieve the desired outcome. One is a turbine with an exit guide vane, and the other is a cooled turbine

for which a stage-efficiency specific loss due to cooling is incorporated into the design calculation.

For a turbine with n stages plus an exit guide vane (EGV), often referred to as an n + 1/2 stage

turbine, the following variables must be set as shown, and the reasons for doing so are indicated.

NSTG = n -_ 1 Provides for the additional blade row

FHP(n + 1) = 0.0 Sets average power output of (n + 1) th stage equal to zero

IPOF(n + 1) -- 0 Results in power extraction for each streamline in (n + 1) th

rotor to be equal to the average value of zero

ISPEC = 0 or 2 Allows external specification of loss or loss modifier

YOSS(J,2n + 2) = 0.0 Sets loss in (n + 1)th rotor equal to zero

The internal loss model is not specifically for a diffusing blade row (i.e., the EGV). If so desired, the

EGV loss can be externally set or modified through the input value of YOSS (J,2n + 1).

To incorporate a stage-efficiency specific loss due to cooling into the design calculation requires a

procedure for modifying the blade-row loss coefficients. This is accomplished by having the code execute

a design without the additional cooling losses, internally estimating a loss-coefficient correction factor

based on mean-streamline flow properties, and then reexecuting the design with the modified loss
coefficients. The input variables must be set as follows:

ISPEC = 2 Allows use of the loss-coefficient correction factor

NAV = 2 Allows design calculations to be executed twice

ICOOL = 4 or 5 Activates the loss-coefficient correction factor estimation procedure

YOSS(J,I) = 1.0 Sets loss-coefficient correction factor to unity for the initial
calculation

Namelist NAM2 Left blank for second case

While not exactly duplicating the input values for stage-efficiency specific loss, this simplified

procedure does appear to capture better than 90 percent of the cooling loss. This should be acceptable

since the specific-loss values are usually rather approximate. Should greater accuracy be desired,

additional computer runs can be made using the results from the previous run to determine better values
for tile additional loss factors.

Sample input. N The sample input presented in table lIl is for a two-stage cooled turbine and
includes stage-efficiency specific loss. The alphanumeric case description is followed by the line of input

option indicators. As required for this case, an additional loss factor is needed (ISPEC = 2), and the

stage-efficiency specific loss is to be included (ICOOL = 4). The four zeros specify no mixing, internal

calculation of streamline slopes and curvatures, and no debug output.
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Namelist NAMI, which is used only once, includes the turbine-inlet conditions and, for this case,

indicates that two cases are to be computed (NAV = 2). The specification of three streamlines

(NLINES = 3) is made to reduce the amount of sample output. Normally, a value of 9 or 11 would be

used to provide greater detail.

Namelist NAM2 must appear once for each spool or each case. Spool speed, power, flow-path

geometry, and design specifications are included. For this case, stator exit angle is specified (IWRL = 1)

at each of three radii (NXT = 3), as is rotor exit meridional velocity gradient (IPOF = 1). Included for

the coolant are flows, temperatures, pressures, and specific losses. An additional loss factor of unity is

specified for the first case, and this is modified by the internally computed multiplier for the second case.

As seen, NAM2 is blank for the second case. The output corresponding to this input is presented in the
next section.

Output

The program output consists of title headings, the input variables, and the computed results. This

section presents normal output. Error message output is described in the next section.

Table IV presents the output that corresponds to the sample input shown in table IlL The output

for both cases (without and with the additional loss factor for cooling) are normally printed. For brevity

herein, however, only the final result (i.e., the second case) is shown since the output format for each case
is identical.

The output begins with the program title followed by the input case title. Next comes the echo of

the input data, first the general input and then the spool input. The final input is the internal loss

correlation with the coefficient values appropriately inserted. All output items are fully described to the

extent that the output is completely self-explanatory. Note that for this case, the internally computed

additional loss factors have replaced the initial input values of unity as shown under the blade-row exit
conditions.

The results of the design calculation are then printed for each streamline at every calculation station

(i.e., first stator inlet followed by each stator and stage exit). At each stage exit, stage performance is

tabulated at each streamline and then mass-averaged for overall stage performance. Finally, at the spool

exit, stage performance is tabulated and overall spool performance is presented. Work factor, which is

the dimensionless ratio of work to blade speed squared, has been added to both the stage and spool

performance summaries. The mass-average and meanline designations refer to the particular value of

blade speed used to define work factor. For a cooled turbine, two additional values of total efficiency,

based on the ideal power definitions of equations (6) and (7), have been included in the spool performance

summary.

Error Messages

This section, with minor modification, is the same as in reference 1.

In addition to the normal output, various messages may appear in the output. These messages occur

when difficulty has been encountered in the calculation. Each of the four messages is considered in turn.

All are outputs from the main program. In all cases, some output data will be provided with the

message. This output can be used as a basis for the modification of the input specifications.
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1. CALCULATION ABANDONED ON PASS BECAUSE OF INSTABILITY IN

MEANLINE MERIDIONAL VELOCITY ITERATION DUE TO CHOKED CONDITIONS.

As the program attempts to find a meanline meridional velocity that will satisfy the specified mass

flow requirement, the variation of mass flow with meanline velocity is assessed. If the slope of the flow

versus velocity characteristic changes sign more than four times, the calculations are aborted. Normally,

the reason for these sign changes is that the specified mass flow exceeds the choked value. After the

message, conditions from the final pass through the continuity loop are printed. There are four possible

remedies, listed here in order of decreasing importance.

(a) Increase the available flow area, by modifying either

(1) the annulus dimensions or

(2) the average flow angle.

(b) Increase the design station total pressure by improving the efficiency level of the row or reducing

rotor work output.

(c) Reduce the specified inlet mass flow and/or the coolant flows entering upstream of the choked
row.

(d) Reduce the total temperature.

2. ITERATION FOR THE MERIDIONAL VELOCITY AT THE MEAN STREAMLINE HAS NOT

CONVERGED WHEN ILOOP-

If the mass flow has not converged to the required value within the preset tolerance after 35

iterations, the results from the 35th loop are printed, and the case is aborted. The convergence procedure

is such that if any design station has not converged within 35 loops, the probability of the design being

aerodynamically acceptable is remote.

3. EQUATIONS ARE SINGULAR WHEN VMM= , ILOOP= , AND ILLOOP=

This message indicates that radial equilibrium could not be established at some radial position within

the annulus because the four simultaneous equations which must be solved for the gradients of the

principal unknowns are not independent. Appearance of this message is highly improbable, since such an
interdependence is a numerical coincidence. Results from the loop in which the error was detected are

printed, and the remainder of the case is aborted.

4. ITERATION FOR STREAMLINE POSITIONS, PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENTS, OR STAGE

WORK OUTPUT HAS NOT CONVERGED.

The number of loops on streamline position, streamline values of totM-pressure-loss coefficient, and

streamline values of total temperature drop is limited to 25. If any of these quantities has not converged

to within the' preset tolerance by this pass, the results are printed. The program is, however, allowed to

proceed to the next design station if one exists. For designs in which the meridional velocity

distributions are not extreme, it is extremely unlikely that these quantities will fail to converge. It is

possible that the streamline po6ition iteration may fail to converge when the secondary option of constant

work output at a rotor exit is chosen. When this occurs, the case should be rerun employing the primary

option of specifying radial gradients of meridional velocity. The error message is also provided to guard
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against the possibility that one or more of these quantities is oscillating about the converged value but

just outside the tolerance.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Turbine design computer code TD2 computes design-point gas velocities, gas angles, and efficiency for

multistage, multishaft, cooled or uncooled, axial-flow turbines. It is based on a streamline analysis that
can use meridional velocity gradients as a primary design variable. An internal correlation for blade-row

total-pressure-loss coefficients along the streamlines in incorporated into the code.

A recent evaluation of the code indicated a need for modeling improvements, partly to correct

deficiencies and partly to enhance capabilities. Turbine modeling improvements were made in the areas

of cooled turbines and the internal loss correlation.

With regard to cooled turbines, the following modifications were made:

1. An option was added to internally compute coolant flow rate for each blade row.

2. Coolant specific heat was made to be an internally computed function of coolant temperature

rather than assumed equal to main-stream specific heat. This was clone to improve the accuracy of the

heat balance for mixing of coolant and main-stream, as well as the accuracy of the computed values of

turbine ideal power.

3. Coolant pressure was made to be an input for each coolant stream rather than assumed equal to

turbine inlet pressure. This improved the accuracy of the turbine ideal power.

4. Stage-efficiency specific loss was added as an input option so that cooling loss could be

incorporated directly into the blade-row streamline loss coefficient.

5. Two additional values of cooled turbine total efficiency based on alternative definitions of ideal

power were computed and added to the output.

With regard to the internallosscorrelation,a Reynolds number dependency was added to the loss

model, and the correlationcoefficientswere calibratedforbest agreement between calculatedand

measured efficienciesfora data base of 10 turbines. This calibration,which resultedin the deletionof

blade-row velocityratioas a separateterm in the losscorrelation,produced an average deviationof less

than I point between calculatedand measured values.

This reportservesas a usersmanual forthe upgraded code,which isrenamed TD2-2. Program input

and output are describedand a sample case fora cooledturbineisincluded.
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TABLE I. -- EQUATION FOR SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR

W=O.O
H0C=0.16002
A = .2q062
B = .01772_E-3
C = .038056E-6
D = -.012662E-9
E = .0015012E-12

A02 = .20334
B02 =.02968E-3
C02 =.0089971E-6
DO2 = -.0058842E-9
E02 =.0007676_E-12
AC02 =.11097
BCD2 =.21110E-5
CC02 =-.088140E-6

DC02 =.018005E-9
EC02 =-.001_317E-12
AH20 =._4266
BII20 =-.035155E-Z
CH20 =.087761E-6
D1420 =-.02_552E-9

EH20 =.0021754E-12
A1 =-2.664_(I.0+2.9787_HOC)
A2 = 5.66_
A5 = 8.9565_HOC
CPAIR= (I.0/(I.0+F+W))_(A+B_T+C_T_2+D_TWW3+E_T_q+(F/(I.0+HOC))

_(AIw(AO2+BO2_T+CO2_T_w2+DO2_T_3+EO2wTwW_)+A2_(ACO2+BCO2wT+CCO2w

&Tw_2+DCO2_Tw_3+ECO2_T_))+(A3_F/(I.0+HOC)+W)
&_(AH20+BH20_T+C_2OWTW_2+DH20_T_3+EH20_T_q))

TABLE II.--TURBINES USED FOR EVALUATION

Stages

1

2

1

1

3.5

4.5

1

1

2

5

Average

stage
work

factor

1.7
1.7

1.2

1.9

4.0

4.7

1.7

1.6

1.3

2.6

Average
stator

angle

67.0

64.5

63.4

73.1

51.4
66.6

75.0

79.6

71.6

61.0

Exit

mean

diameter,

cm (in.)

66.0(26.0)
66.0(26.0)
20.3(8.0)
47.0(18.5)
49.8(19.6)
49.8(19.6)
46.7(18.4)
56.4(22.2)
69.3(27.3)
63.5(25.0)

Exit

radius

ratio

0.73

.63

.68

.85

.50

.57

.86

.85

.82

.62

Measured

efficiency

0.923

.932

.917

.914

.880

.855

.895

.901

.884

.920

Refer-

ences

9

I0

II

12

8

13

14

15

7

16
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TABLE III.- SAMPLE INPUT

SAMPLE CASE FOR A TWO-STAGE COOLED TURBINE
2 _ 0 0 0 0

&NAM1 NSPOOL=l,NAV=Z,NLINES=3,GASC=53.37_FLWM=Z3-3,NLT=l,RLT =13"6,
TOLT=lZ91.,POLT=50.IBETLT=O.O,
&END
&NAM2 RPM=8284.,HP=3663.,NSTG=2,FHP=.57,.43,
XSTAT=-l.,O.O,1.4,3.,6.,7.8,9.,VISC=2.69E-5,
RANN(I,I)=2_I2.6,12.8,12.73_12.29,2_12.25,
RANN(1,Z)=2W14.75,1q.q4jI_.qq,15.0q,ZWI5.0_,NXT=3,1WRL=ZW1,
RHXT(1,1)=I2.B,13.6,1_.qjRNXT(1,Z)=I2.Z9,13.635,1q.98,
WRL(1,1)=73.1,74.2,75._,WRL(1,2)=3W69.,IPOF=2WIj
RSXT(1,1)=12.73,13.57,1_.41,RSXT(1,2)=12.25,13.625,15.,
DVMDR(1,2)=3_O.O,DVMDR(1,4)=3_O.O,
FLWCN=.O941,.O700,.O245,0.O,TOC=616.,622.,2W640.,
POC=50.6,50.3,2_Z3.7,DELE=.35,.70,.35,.70,
YOSS=3_I.00,YOSS(1,2)=3wI.00,YOSS(1,3)=3WI.OO,YOSS(1,4)=3wI.O0,
8END
&NAM2 &END
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TABLE IV.--SAMPLE OUTLET

e'PROGRAM TD2-2 - AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF AXIAL TURBINES t°

SAMPLE CASE FOR A TUO-STAGE COOLED TURBINE

uuu GENERAL INPUT DATA _mN

NUMBER OF SPOOLS •
NUMBER OF SETS OF ANALYSTS VARIABLES u

NUMBER OF STREAMLINES •

GAS CONSTANT -
INLET HASS FLOW •

1
2
3

53.37000 LSF FT/LEM DEG R
23.30000 LBM/SEC

TABULAR 1NLET SPECIFICATZONS u

RADIAL TOTAL TOTAL ABSOLUTE
COORDINATE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE FLOW ANGLE

(IN) (DEG R) (PSI) (DEG)

13.6000 1291.00 S0.0000 0.000

mn_ SPOOL INPUT DATA nnN

mN DESIGN REQUIREMENTS wu

ROTATIVE SPEED • 8264.0 RPM
POWER OUTPUT • 3663.00 HP

H SET 2 OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES _

NUMBER OF STAGES • 2

x POUER*OUTPUT SPLZT n

FRACTION OF
STAGE NUMBER SPOOL POMER OUTPUT

1 0.57000
2 0.43000

u ANNULUS SPECIFICATION I

STATION NUMBER AXIAL POSITION HUB RADIUS CASING RADIUS
(IN) (IN) (IN)

1 -1.0000 12.6000 14.7500
2 0.0000 12.6000 14.7500
3 1.4000 12.8000 14.4400
4 3.0000 12.7300 14.4400
S 6.0000 12.2900 15.0400
6 7.8000 12.2500 15.0400
7 9.0000 12.2500 15.0400
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TABLE IV.--Continued.

COOLANT SCHEDULE u

|LADE ROY NUMBER
FRACTION OF TOTAL TOTAL SPECIFIC

INLET MASS FLOW TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LOSS
(DEG R) (PSIA) FRACTION

1 0.09410 616.00 50.60 0.3500
2 0.07000 622.00 50.30 0.7000
3 0.02450 640.00 23.70 0.3500
4 0.00000 640.00 23.70 0.7000

u BLADE-ROW EXIT CONDITIONS

STATOR 1
RADIAL VHIRL ADDITIONAL

POSITION ANGLE LOSS
(IN) (DEG) FACTOR

12.8000 73.0999 1.5153
13.6000 74.1999 1.5153
14.4000 75.4000 1.5153

ROTOR 1
HERIDIONAL

RADIAL VELOCITY ADDITIONAL
POSITION GRADIENT LOSS

(IN) (PER SEC) FACTOR
12.7300 0.00 1.7007
13.5700 0.00 1.7007
14.4100 0.00 1.7007

STATOR 2
RADIAL VHIRL ADDITIONAL

POSITION ANGLE LOSS
(IN) (DEG) FACTOR

12.2900 69.0000 1.1206
13.6350 69.0000 1.1206
14.9800 69.0000 1.1206

ROTOR 2
MERIDIONAL

RADIAL VELOCITY ADDITIONAL
POSITION GRADIENT LOSS

(IN) (PER SEC) FACTOR
12.2500 0.00 1.0000
13.6250 0.00 1.0000
15.0000 0.00 1.0000

U BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION w

TAN(INLET ANGLE) + TAN(EXIT ANGLE)
y • ......................................... NTIMESw

1.00000000 + 1.50000000 N COS(EXIT ANGLE)

(0.05700000 ÷ 0.00000000 M (V RATI0)Nu 0.00)

(0.05700000 + 0.00000000 N((V RATZ0)*0.000))

THE PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTED IN THIS MANNER MAY N0T EXCEED A LIMIT OF

IF (V RATIO) .LT. 0.00000000

ZF (V RATIO) .GE. 0.00000000

2.00000000
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TABLE IV.--Continued.

mng OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESIGN ANALYSIS (SET 2 OF ANALYSIS vARIABLES) ring

um STATOR INLET I mm

STREAMLINE
NUMBER

1
2
3

RADIAL
POSITION

(IN)

12.6000
13.6938
14.7500

ABSOLUTE
NABS*FLOW IqRIUIONAL AXIAL NMIRL ABSOLUTE HACH
FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER
(LDMISEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)

l. OOOOO 173.737 173.29S R.OOO 173.737 0.10004

21.66999 183.572 183.530 0.000 183.S71 0.20571
23.30002 160.224 IS9.251 0.000 160.224 0.09225

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

PRESSUmE
(PSI)

SO.00OO
S0.000O
S0.0000

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

TEMPERATURE
(BEG R)

1291.00
1291.00
1291.00

ABSOLUTE
FLOW
ANGLE
CORD)

O.O00
0.000
0.000

STREAMLINE
STREAMLINE STATXC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE

NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE
(PSI) (OEG R) (DEG) (PER IN)

1 49.6604 1288.66 4.086 0.14178
2 _9.6210 1288.39 *1.207 -0.04096
3 49.7110 1289.01 -6.318 °0.21742

H STATOR I MIXED AND/011 COOLED QUANTITIES _u

ABSOLUTE ADSOLUTE
STREAMLINE TOTAL TOTAL

NUHRER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
(PSI) (DE6 R)

1 S0.0000 1234.81
2 SO.O000 1234.81
3 SO.O000 1234.81

STREAMLINE
NUHBER

l
2
3

an STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 1 nu

RADIAL MASS-FLOW HERIOIONAL AXIAL IdliZNL ABSOLUTE
POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY

(IN) (LDMISEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)

12.8000 O.O000O 452.094 431.S6A 1420.437 1484.703
13.6093 12.79582 380.550 360.386 134S.437 1398.219
14.4400 25.49174 334.966 332.931 1283.649 1326.633

ABSOLUTE
HACH

NUMBER

0.94089
0.87813
0.827_2

A|SOLUTE
TOTAL

PRESSURE
(PSI)

65.4117
4S.6381
4S.3503

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

TEMPERATURE
(BEG R)

1234.81
1234.81
1234.81

ABSOLUTE
FLOW
ANGLE
(BEG)

73.100
74.213
75._60

STREAHLINE
NUMBER

STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATZVE RELATIVE
STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE |LADE RELATIVE MACN TOTAL TOTAL FLOW

PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NU/¢|ER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE
(PSI) (DEO R) (BEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (UE8 R) (DEG)

1 2S.9S22 1063.82 2.837 *0.13201 925.331 6S7.141 0.41644 29.1SS0 1097.32 48.923

2 27.78_2 1083.16 -1.680 0.00936 903.834 524.952 0.32969 29.8989 1104.S4 43.SS0
S 29.2128 1098.29 06.318 O.ISS30 IOA3,BNG 411.931 0.2S692 30.5487 1111.46 35.760

nu ROTOR 1 MIXED AND/OR COOLED QUANTITIES nm

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE RELATIVE RELATIVE
STREAMLINE TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
(PSI) (BEG R) (PSI) (OEO R)

1 45.4117 1199.06 28.T_04 1061.57
2 4S.4381 1199.06 29.5063 1068.79
3 4S.3S03 1199.06 30.1711 1075.70
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TABLE IV.--Continued.

mm STAOE EXIT IsN

STREANLZNE
NUNBER

1
Z
5

RAOIAL NASS-FLOV MRIOIONAL AXZAL W4IRL ABSOLUTE
POSZTZON FUNCTZON VELOCITY VELOCZTY VELOCZTY VELOCZTY

(ZN) (LBN/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)

]Z.TSOO B.OBOOO S02.419 S00.157 *SO.6OO S05.825
13.6101 13.54179 501.419 SOZ.412 "36.300 503.729
14.4400 27.12386 502.419 699.926 027.SS7 503.170

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE
MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOV

NUMBER PRESSURE TEHPERATURE ANGLE
(PSZ) (DEG R) (OEG)

|.33S14 20.6327 985.53 °6.682
0.33367 ZO.6635 90S.81 -4.133
0.33355 20.6611 984.35 -3.155

STREANLINE
NUMBER

STATIC
PRESSURE

(PSI)

19.11S4
19.1S6S
18.9699

STRI[AMLINE
STATZ¢ SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE

TEI4P|RATURE ANSLE CURVATUBE YELOCZTY VELOCITY
(DEG R) (DEe) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS)

96S.23 -S.639 -0.06346 920.270 1100.277
960.68 0.300 0.03260 983.903 1137,207
964.27 5.711 0.12315 1043.888 1183.393

RELATZVE RELATZVE RELAT|VE RELATZVE
HACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOM

NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE
(PSI) (DEO R) (OEO)

0.72900 27.0760 1061.26 -62.930
0.75330 27.7501 1068.26 -63.781
0.78446 28.3069 1075.35 -64.987

su STAGE I PERFORMANCE ss

STNEAI4LINE
NUMBER

1
2
3

STATOR ROTOR
PRESSURE PI_SSURE STATOR

STATOE ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROH
El[ACTION EEACTZON COEFFICIENT COi[FF_CIENT EFF|CIENCY

0.11702 0.59725 0.23S77 0.21040 0.86400
0.13129 0.46162 0.25840 0.20467 0.84776
0.12078 0.34809 0.28812 0.19980 0.82896

ROTOR ROTOR STAGE
ILAOE ROH ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC

EFPZCZENCY EFFZCIENCY EFFZCIENCY

0.07139 0.98329 0.77968
0.87??2 0.90304 0.77982
0.88132 0.90110 0.77748

STAGE
HOOK

(BTU/LB)

S4o37
54.30
S4.67

S HASS-AVERAGED QUANTXTZES S

STATOR BLADE-ROY EFFICIENCY •

ROTOR 8LAOE*ROM EFFXCIENCY "

STAOE WORE •
STAGE TOTAL EFFZC[ENCY •

STAGE STATIC EFFICZENCY •
HASS AVERAGE STAG[ HOOK FACTOR •

MIEANLZNE STAGE UORK FACTOR •
STA_ BLADE- TO JET'SPEED RATZO •

0.84713

0.87704

S4.407 BTU PEN LIM
0.84233
0.78360
1.40795
1.40870
e.SO?3S

sw STATOR 2 MIXED AND/0E COOLED QUANTZTIES su

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE
STREAMLINE TOTAL TOTAL

NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
(PSZ) (DEG R)

1 Z0.6327 978.52
2 20.6630 978.79
3 20.4611 977.37
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TABLE IV.--Continued.

ml STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 2 mm

STREAM.XNE
NUHBER

1
Z
3

RAOIAL NASS-FLOH HERZOXONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE
POSZTION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCXTY

(IN) (LBN/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)

12.2900 O.OO000 516.113 514.282 1339.748 1435.722
13.7286 13.84809 472.672 472.638 1231.260 1318.870
15.0400 27.69641 632.299 430.154 1120.S86 1201.081

ABSOLUTE
HACH

RUMIEE

1.03411
0.93S06
0.86039

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

PRESSURE
(PSI)

19,3746
19.S707
19.S312

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

TEMPERATURE
(BEG t)

978.52
978.79
977.36

AISOLUTE
FLOW
ANGLE
(DEG)

69.000
69.000
69.000

STREAm.IRE
NUNBER

STREAHLZNE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE
STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREANLZNE BLADE RELATIVE I'iACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW

PRESSURE TEHPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUHBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE
(PSI) (BEG R) (BEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (OEG R) (DEG)

9.0945

11.1977
12.3610

813.01 -4.827 0.06840 888.461 68S.$89
839.13 0.686 -0.02465 992.463 $29.566
861.53 5.711 *0.I0947 1087.263 433.$82

0.49381
0.37545
0.30337

11.6643
12.3264
13.1665

850.75
861.65
876.63

41.267
26.805

4.430

nu ROTOR 2 NIXED ANO/OR COOLED QUANTITIES _u

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE RELATIVE RELATIVE
STREAMLINE TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

NUNBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
(PSI) (DEG R) (PSI) (BEG R)

1 19.3746 978.52 11.6644 850.75
2 19.5707 978.79 12.3264 861.65
3 19.5312 977.36 13.1646 876.63

ml STAGE EXIT 2 mr

STREAMLINE
NUMBER

1
2
3

RADIAL MASS-FLOW HERZDZONAL AXIAL q_ZRL ABSOLUTE
POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY

(IN) (LBN/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)

12.2S00 8.00000 SSS.61S SSS.S81 214.S2| 99S.S93
13.7173 13.84607 555.615 55S.607 212.047 594.969
15.0400 27.69229 555.615 555.615 196.048 589.188

ABSOLUTE
HACH

NUNBER

0.434S9
0,43664
0.43044

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

PRESSURE
(PS1)

9.9S60
9.9496

9.9407

ABSOLUTE
TOTAL

TENPERATURE
(DEG R)

017.33
815.66
814.79

ABSOLUTE
FLOW
ANGLE
(BEG)

21.113
20.961
19.635

STREAMLINE
NUNJER

STREA/4LINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE
STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMI.ZNE BLADE RELATIVE HACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW

PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY HUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE
(PSI) (DEG R) (BEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (BEG R) (DEG)

1 8.7S40 788.49 -0.637 0.01851 885.S70 871.209 0.63S70 11.46S9 850.19 "50.377
2 8.7481 786.69 -0.302 0.00878 991.643 9S6.677 0.69886 12.0917 861.08 -54.495
3 8.7616 786.58 0.000 0.00000 1087.263 1050.225 0.76725 12.8977 876.23 "58.059
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TABLE IV.mConcluded.

uN STAGE Z PERFORMANCE J_

STREAHLIHE
NUHBER

1
2
3

STATOR
REACTION

0.35231
0.36194
0.41893

STATOR ROTOR
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE

ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROY BLADE ROW ISEHTROPIC ISENTROPIC
REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY

0.78694 0.13271 0.07128 0.92720 0.95563 0.97672 0.09303
0.53355 0.13052 0.06816 0.92314 0.95831 0.97514 0.90224
0.41285 0.12968 0.06270 0.91864 0.96156 0.97350 0.90944

STAGE
WORK

(|TU/LB)

39.8S
40.38
40.19

n HASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES n

STATOR BLADE-ROY EFFICIENCY •

ROTOR BLADE'ROH EFFICIENCY "

STAGE WORK •
STAGE TOTAL EFFIC|EHCY •

STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY •
MASS AVERAGE STAGE WORK FACTOR •

MEANLINE STAGE WORK FACTOR "
STAGE BLADE* TO JET-SPEED RATIO •

0.92303

0.93045

40,190 BTU PER LBM
0.90648
0.78439
1.02769
1.03282
0.61602

NNm SPOOL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY (NABS'AVERAGED QUANTITIES) J(_t_

STAGE
NUMBER

STATOR ROTOR STAGE STAGE
BLADE-ROW BLADE-ROW STAGE TOTAL STATIC

EFF|CIENCY EFFICIENCY bl)RK EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY
(DTU/LBM)

0.84713 0.87704 5¢,407 0.8¢233 0.78360
0.92303 0.95845 40.198 0.90648 0.78¢39

STAGE
BLADE* TO
JET-SPEED

RATIO

0.50735
0.61602

SPOOL WORK •
SPOOL POWER •

SPOOL TOTAL- TO TOTAL-PRESSURE RATIO •
SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC-PRESSURE RATIO •

SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY •
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY •

MASS AVERAGE SPOOL UORK FACTOR •
MEANLINE SPOOL VORK FACTOR •

SPOOL BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO -

SPOOL PRJHARY TOTAL EFFICIENCY •
ROTOR PRIMARY TOTAL EFFICIENCY :

94.606 BTU PER LBM
3662.99 HP
5.02564
5.71235
0.88957
0.83705
1.21702
1.21820
0.39783

0.96080
0.92258
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Design
stations: 0 1 2 3 4

I

t_

t,____

x

Figure 1._Meridionai section of a two-stage turbine to
illustrate axisymmetdc streamline flow.
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84/•1 I I I I I

Measured total efficiency, percent

Figure Z--Comparison of calculated and measured total
efficiencles.
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